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1. REVIEW OF PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET E S T H E T E S FOR 1954: Item 8 of the 
Agenda (continuation) (Official Records No. 44j documents EB11/7, ЕВИЛ3 
EBll/RcB/1, EB11/I&B/2, EB11/Í&B/3, EB11/P&B/4, ЕВ11/Г&В/5, EB11/P&B/6) ‘ 

Editorial and Reference Services 

. « -

The CHAIRMAN recalled that at the close of the previous meeting there had been 

tvro proposals before the Board, one by Professor Ganaperia to the effect that there 

should be a new publication dealing with information on public-health administration 

in different countries, and the other by Dr. Albrood-Paredes that the Weekly 

Epidemiological Itecord should be discontinued. 

Dr. KAiiUNARâTNE suggested that Professor Canaperia's proposal be discussed 

first. In that connexion, he was uncertain as to whether what was wanted was a 

separate publication, or information on the structure of public-health administrations 

to be included in one of the existing publications of l/VHO. He wondered also into 

Tidiat detail any study on such a subject should enter. Howsver, -whatever the ansvrér 

• . 

to those questions, he doubted A e t h e r Uie publication of such information would 

serve any really useful puipose. Under Articles 61 and 62 of the Constitution 

Member governments already reported annually to WHO on their health activities 

and on the action taken with respect to recommendations made by WHO. A statement 

concerning those reports -was included in the Directo3>-General
f

 s Annual Report• 

There was а1зэ the cuestión whether tne venture proposed "would be financially 

-worth -vrhile. . 

Professor ALIVISATOS, referring to Dr
#
 All-wood-Parade s

1

 proposal, pointed out 

1 

that the Executive Board in resolution EB11.R22 had already requested the 

Dlrector-Gtenercl to continue to improve tha epidemiological services n^iich the 

^Later revised • aoe EBll/AP/kii\A" 



Organization provided to national health administrations and othar authorities, so 

far as might be financially possible. It had' thus recogiized the necessity of some 

official epidemiological gazette, and such a gazette existed in the Weekly 

Epidemiological Record. WHO transmitted the most urgent epidemiological infomatian 

by telegram and radio in a very succinct form and, in addition, served all Member 

governments, national health services, ports and airports vieekly with the Record. 

Similar publications usera sent out from Washington, Alexandria and Singapore. - The 

•weekly transmission of such information .was of the utmost importance and utility, and 

he consequently considered that the Weekly Epidemiological Record should be maintained. 

With reference to Professor Canaperia's proposal, he thought that the field 
• . * 

was adequately covered by existing publications, vAiioh, howevar, often published 

legislation of veiy limited value to «ertain omniriea. WHO a'aouli e^iimie to 

publish legislation of international value in the International Digest of Health 

Législation. 
• • • • 

Dr# BERNARD, adviser to Professor Pari^ot, had two questions regarding 

Professor Canaperia's proposal, one a question of principle aid the other concerning 

its practical application» Did Professor Canaperia propose that comparative studies 

of legislation on specific subjects should be made in the International Digest of 

Health Legislationj and if so, what extra financial burden would that entail and 

how would the Organization set about doing it? 

Professor CMAPERIA. stated that he had made no f o m a l proposal but had merely-

put forward a suggestion that the Sacro tariat conduct a study and roport to a lator 

session of the Executive Board, In makiig his suggastion, ho had boxno in mind the 



Qxperianco of the Regional Office for Europe, which for the past tvro years had sent 

health administrators from one countiy on missions to other countries ийаэге they 

investigated the structure of the national health administration at tha national, 

regional and local levels. That had resulted in a veiy fruitful exchange of ideas 

and acquisition of experience. The host countiy prepared documents explaining the 

administrative and technical structure of the health service, and a comparison of the. 

documents prepared in different countries had proved most useful. 

Нз thought that all health administrations could derive benefit from a 

publication of the World Health Organization making such a comparison on a m d e r 

scale and including chapters on such special questions as m & t e m A l and child health, 

tuberculosis, etc# The annual reports from Member governments mentioned by 

Dr. Karunara-bie might be used as the basis for such a publication, but as matters 

stood they were available only to 1Ш0. Moreover, they were annual reports on 

action taken and did not show the general administrative structure through which 

such action was carried out# 

Concerning Dr
#
 B a r n a r d ^ reference to the International Digest of* Health 

Legislation^ he would agree that the Digest was most useful in that it published the 

títost important legislation, but he did feel that it would be advantageous to have a 

comparative study of legislation in certain particular fields. Compendiums of 

legislation on particular subjects -would be most useful to public-health administrators 

yrho othsrwise had to seek the info m a t ion they required from many different source s • 

The International Union against Venereal Diseases, for instance, had prepared such 

a study in its ovni field， iaoludliig on accovmt of the control of -TCaiorcal 

diseases in different countries. WHO might profitably с o-operate with that Tiiion 



and m t h similar non-governmental organizations in preparing its study. 

ïinally, he repeated that he had made no formal proposal but merely a 

suggestion for Secretariat study. 

B r . MáLEKI agreed with Professor Canaperia that it would be useful for Ш0 to 

publish the reports received from Msmber governments. Indeed, that would be 

useful not only for other governments but also for WHO itself. 

It viould also be useful to have published in some comprehensive form the 

reports of WHO experts studying particular diseases and also the reports on the 

results of cançiaigns carried out in the regions against the same diseases. 

Dr. TOGBA asked #iat would be the expense of such an undertaking as that 

suggested by Professor Canaperia. 
• • 

Dr. HOWARD-JONES, Director, Division o£ Editorial and Reference Services, 

stated that he had been graatly interested to hear the suggestion made by 

Professor Canaperia since it was in substance very close to a trend of thought that 

had been developing in the Secretariat. The programme of publications could be 

divided into three main groups s technicalj legislative and epidemiological; and 

statistical. The first group dealt essentially with technical médical matters; 

and there had been a growing feeling that more should be published on the operational 

and administrative aspects of public-health questions, and on how technical 

scientific advances could be applied in different countries. That might be don© by-

giving more space to the matter in the Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 

perhaps in a series of articles dealing with the striictuie of public-health 
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administrations, although there was increasing pressura on space for technical 

medical articlas. The possibility had been tentatively considered of publishing 

an international journal, perhaps quarterly, on public health administration, 

•which would correspond mors closely to WHO'S special interest in the practical 

application of scientific advances in health. The matter could be studied and 

reported on to a later session of the Executive Board, and a statement given 

at that time on tha financial and staffing implications of such a venture. 

In connexion with Professor Canaperia's statement on the difficulties 

of referring to legislation on a particular sufcgact, he said that an annual 

index was prepared for each volume of the International Digest of Health 

Legislation and that it was proposed to cumulate those indexes every five years 

and perhaps even to prepare a decennial indsx. The question of comparative 

reviews of legislation had, been discussed at the ninth session of the Executive 

Board, and some months previously a comparative study 'on recent legislation on 

tuberculosis had appeared in the Digest. A similar study on control of 

communicable diseases in schools would shortly appear• 

With reference to Professor Alivisatos
1

 statement, he pointed out that it 

•was no easy task to judga váiat legislation was of real international interest; 

improved selection "would result from greater experience. 

Dr. HURTADO thought there could be no difficulty about the suggestion put forward 

by Professor Canaperia. It would be useful to have information on comparative 



health legislation, but the Secretariat was apparently already conducting a study 

into the possibilities of doing so and would report to the Board at a later session. 

However, that was hardly a matter of immediate concern to the Standing Committee on . 

Administration and Finance, ^vhich was considering the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates for 1954
#
 , 

"What was more to the point was Dr. Allwood-Paredes
1

 formal proposal that a section 

of the budge.t estimates amounting to $15^800 should be deleted. The Weekly 

Epidemiological Record contained the notifications required under existing inter-

national sanitary legislation in respect of quarantine measures, vaccination and other 

items
#
 It also contained information on a number of other subjects which had no place 

in a publication with that title • Such information might better be included in the 

Chronicle of the Yforld Health Organization- But the Record, being a weekly, was 

intended as a useful weapon to combat epidemics onA should reaùh goreranenis titte 

to allow them to take protective measure s
 #
 That, however, did not happen* by the 

time the information arrived any epidemic was .usually already under control. The 

Record thus constituted no more .than a detailed compilation of statistics showing 

what outbreaks had taken place; that was undeniably of value but not of immediate 

value. 

Consequently, and since the Standing Committee was trying to effect savings in 

the budget of the Organization, т/rtiich was, after all, faced with a financial crisis•� 

he warmly supported the proposal of Dr
#
 Allwood-Paredes

f
which would result in an 

economy of $15，800譬 The money thus saved could be used in some more important 

section of the budget. 
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D r . van den BERG varmly supported the suggestion, made Ъу Dr. Canaperia. At the 

same time he had Ъееп greatly interested to hear Dr. Howard-Jones' remark that the 

Organization had tended to neglect the question of public-health administration in its 

publications. He thought that priority should Ъе given to the publication of 

articles on the subject in the Bulletin； technical medical articles could always be 

published elsewhere. He had, hovever, been very gratified to hear that the Secretariat 

vas giving the question its consideration. 

Dr. GEAR, Assistant Director-General, Central Technical Services, stated that the 

Secretariat would take into consideration all the constructive ideas that had been put 

forward Ъу Professor Canaperia and by other speakers, and vouJLd do its best to ens vire 

that the various points were met in the WHO publications during 1955 and 195^. If 

the committee so desired, a more specific study could Ъе carried out and reported on 

to the twelfth session of the Executive Board. 

Dr. MACKENZIE thought that, from the procedural point of view，a formal request 

should be made to the Director-General embodying Professor Canaperia's suggestion. 

At the same time, he hoped tlaat the Secretariat vould bear in mind the difficulties 

to vhich carrying out such a request would give rise. One such difficulty vas th© 

fact that \rtiil© a comparative study was being published new legislation might Ъе put 

into effect. It was also difficult, although vsry ixiiportant, to know how effective 

the legislation was. Thirdly, there was the possibility that much important 

information vould Ъе missed if tha governments vere not written, to direct. In the 

United Kingdom, for instanco, health matters were largely governed Ъу regulations 

whigja did not appear in the national legislation. 



Mr. SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

replying to a question put earlier by Dr. Togba, stated that the cost of the study 

suggested need not be considered by the Executive Board since the vork would Ъе done 

by the Organization as a matter of routine. Eegarding the actual cost of publication, 

hovever, it was impossible to make an estimate until it had been decided what would, 

in fact, Ъе published� 

Professor CANAPEBIA expressed gratification that the Secretariat was already 

studying the question of giving more space in its publications to public-health 
• •• 

administration. That being so, he did not think a formal proposal vas required and 

felt sure that a working suggestion would be put before the Board at its twelfth 

session. 

Professor ALIVISATOS vondered whether Dr. Allwood-Paredes‘ proposal to discontinue 

publication of the Epidemiological Record would entail discontinuing the publication 

of the Weekly Fasciculus, published at Singapore, as well. If it did, would the 

reports from Alexandria and Washington also Ъе discontinued.? 
• • i • . 

Dr. BERNARD disagreed with Dr. Allvood-Paredes‘ proposal for two reasons, one 

of procedure and one of substance. Eegarding procedure, he thought that the 

matter of the practical justification for the Weekly Epidemiological Record should 

have been discussed when the Board had considered the recording and transmission of 

epidemiological information at its sixth meeting or when it had reviewed the 

epidemiological and quarantine services. It vas incorrect for the Standing Committee 

to consider the question when reviewing the budget estimates for publications. 



As to the substance of the proposal, he considered that the Weekly Epidemiological 

Record should Ъе maintained since it provided information required by International 

Sanitary Conventions and by the International Sanitary Regulations. It also answered 

a practical need, for experience had shovn that it was useful both to central health 

services and to the health services at ports and airports. That need was partly 

met by the daily radio bulletin, but it vas also necessary to have some publication 

•which gave the official figures for quarantinablo diseases notified at different 

parts of the world. 

In addition, the Becord contained a great deal of other information vhich it 

vas extremely useful to receive regularly. An indication of the type of information 

he had in mind could be obtained by consulting the 1952 index of the Record, which 

gave a total of seventeen different headings. .、..:... 

It was perhaps felt in.sone quarters that the Becord arrived too late to be of 

practical value but that did not mean that it should Ъе suppressed^ it should rather 

be improved and the Secretariat might Ъе asked to find some way of accelerating its 

distribution. He therefore proposed that the Becord Ъе maintained in the budget 

estimates. 

Dr. HURTADO recalled that when the recording and transmission of epidemiological 

information had been discussed, Dr. Allwood-Paredes had criticized the method of 

operation, pointing out that the information arrived too late to be of immediate use. 

Dr. Allwood-Paredes had not suggested \rtien making his proposal that none of the 

information was useful^ but that much of it could better Ъе included, in sonc other 

publication. The intention of the proposal was to effect a budgetary saving vhich； 

while it did not amount to a great deal in itself, might, \rtien added to similar 
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economics in other sections, total a sum which the Organization could better apply to 

more vital activities• 

Dr» ALIWOOD-PAEEDES, in ans ver tó the Chairman's request that he repeat his 
» 

proposal, said he had proposed that the information on the veekly incidence of 

quarantlnable diseases Ъе Bent in mimeographed form to the interested countries from 

Geneva in time to Ъе of practical use. The rest of the information at present 

contained in the Becord could Ъе included in some other less urgent publication. 

His proposal vas intended on the one hand to hasten the receipt of useful information 

and on the other to reduce by a considerable margin the current expenditure of 0X5,800. 

D r . BEAVO recalled that at the sixth meeting of tho Board he had siett&a that in 

eertain Amerio.'m oountriee information had Ъееа received on oases, of bubonic plague ^lidn 

had never been published in the weekly bulletin of the regional office concerned. 

That had not been the fault of WHO but rather of the gdVernments themselves which had 

failed properly to transmit the required information. He had at that time proposed 

that the governments be requested to co-operate in supplying that informal;ion. and in 

respecting the agreements to which they were parties. 

With respect to the proposal before the committee, he agreed that the Becord 

arrived too late to be of great practical use, but felt that that was an argument for 

improving the existing system rather than for discontinuing the publication. The 

Secretariat should Ъе asked to improve the quality of the information it contained 

and to speed up distribution. If at a later date the same defects were still found, 

then it might be possible to agree to si^pression. 



The C H A I R M N recalled that the Executive Board had requested the Director-General, 

in resolution EB11.R22, to continue to improve the Organization's epidemiological 

services. • 

D r
. TUHBOTT said that, if the intention of the proposal was to suppress the 

Rpidmiological Record, it might be better to decentralize and publish the information 

weekly from the regional headquarters, e.g. Alexandria and Washington, and from the 

station at Singapore, thus mitigating the delay in distribution. Although, as far as 

the section on notification of disease was concerned, the B ^ r d was received too late 

in certain countries to be valuable, the epidemiological information section was very 

u s e f u l
. if the idea of decentralization was impracticable, another possibility was to 

suppress the Record, but publish the epidemiological news section of it monthly in the 

monthly Epidemiological and Vital Statistics Report, 

He suggested that perhaps the wieest course would be to ask the Secretariat, in the 

p r o p o S
e d study, to see whether arrangements could not be made for the Weekly Epidemio-

logical Record to be issued from regional offices, 

D r
. BIRAUD, Director, Division of Epidemiological and Health Statistical Services, 

said that the issue involved obligations of WHO under Article 2 of the International 

Sanitary Regulations concerning notification of quarantinable diseases. Those obliga-

tions had been fulfilled in two ways, firstly by daily or weekly radio-broadcasts, and 

secondly by a series of weekly bulletins issued from Geneva, Singapore, Alexandria and 

Washington. The Weekly Epidemiological Record, issued in Geneva, was circulated to 

countries in Europe and Africa. That publication also contained general data on a 

number of subjects relating to the International Sanitary Regulations and other 

conventions. It was sent to all health administrations and port and airport officers 



in Europe and Africa, and to some in the Eastern Mediterranean zone and North America, 

and should be regarded as an official gazette on quarantine matters. 

Commenting on the various suggestions for reduction of expenditure in the production 

of the Record, he said that: (1) any savings made by mimeographing instead of printing 

the publication would be offset by additional postage costsj (2) the inclusion of the 

information in the Chronicle or the Bulletin would only entail delay but no savings. 

On the criticism concerning the tardy receipt of news which had already appeared in 

the press, he explained that the information published in the Record had to be officially 

confirmed before publication by the health administration concerned. It was of a 

different type from the information given in press statements. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE, speaking on a point of order, understood that the proposal was x«rb 

that the Record should be entirely suppressed, but that a study should be made by the 

Secretariat with a view to reducing expenditure. � 
“ • 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES could not agree that the three types of information published iri 

the Record were all required under the International Sanitary Regulations, which did ntít 

apply, for example, to the information on non-pestilential diseases. He maintained that 

some saving in time and money would result from a reduction in siee of the publloatiCEU n 

He wished to maintain his proposal that printing be discontinued and that the 

Record should be mimeographed and despatched by airmail in order for it to be received 

in time to be of some use. 

Professor FERREIRA understood Br. Allwood-Paredes
f

 proposal to be not a formal 

resolution but a suggestion that the Secretariat be asked to find ways and means of 

effecting savings by a more economical production of the RçcqrcL 
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Dr. DOBOLLE^ Deputy Director-General, mentioned that ths problem of reducing 

esqjenditure had Ъееп under study for some time. He assured the committee, that the 

Secretariat vould do everything in its power to increase the efficiency of the 

publication and reduce the expenditure incurred in its production. He confirmed 

Dr. Biraud's statement that the suggestion to mimeograph the publication would not 

result in any saving. 

At the request of the Chairman, Dr. ALLWOOD-PAEEDES read out a draft resolution. 

After a further exchange of views, during which Dr. BERNARD repeated his earlier 

proposal, it vas agreed, on the formal motion of Dr. TOGBA, to defer further 

discussion pending the submission of the draft resolution in writing. 

Dr. TOGBA, referring to page 13 of the issue of the Weekly Epidemiological Becord 

circulated to the committee (B.E.H. 517)， asked why Liberia had been omitted from the 

section concerning yellow fever. 

Dr. BIEAUD explained that the information referred to the current year. 

Reference to Liberia would be found in earlier issues. 

The CHAIRMAN asked the Director-General to explain the position with regard 

to publications on cancer research. 

The DIEECTOR-GENERAL explained that the question had been seriously considered 

at the First World Health Asseuibly. It had been recognizad at the time that the 

funds available to the Organization were so limited, in conrparison with the resources 

available to other organizations interested in cancer research, that the subject had 



• •. • 

Ъееп given priority six and referred to the section on health statistics. Ihere 

had Ъееп no lack of interest in the problem but no study had been undertaken except 

in connexion with the classification of cancer in th© compilation of health statistics 

Dr. H/iYEK asked whether a study on cancer could not Ъе undfertaken by the 

Secretariat, showing the present position of the problem and the different 

institutions and experts engaged in research. He understood that there m s a 

statistical sub-committee on cancer of \rtiose vork new delegates at the Health Assembly 

aight Ъе interested to hear. 

• ' . V ..' . . . . . . 

The DIEECTOE-GEKEEAL said that the expert committee referred to was merely 

concerned with cancer statistics } ro»3 isoric хггха being: ooxrled oiij Tsttt frcm -Йш 

point of view of statistics and classification, 
' " • * — — _ . —__ • 

The meetin� / rose at 5-Д0 p#m, 
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Second paragraph, second line 一 delete from "to include the information 

to the end of the paragraph and replace by: 

"decentralize and publish the information weekly from the regional head-

quarters, e.g. Alexandria, Washington, Singapore, thus mitigating the delay in 

distribution. Although as far as tíie section on notification of disease was 

concerned, the Record was received too late in certain countries to be valuable, 

the epidemiological information section was very useful. If the idea of 

decentralisation was inpracticable, another possibility was to suppress the 

Record, but publish the epidemiological news section of it monthly in the 

monthly Epidemiological
i
and Vital Statástics^Report." 

Third paragraph, second line - for "its issue" read "the Weekly 

Epidemiological Record to be issued". 
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1. REVIEW OF PROPOSED PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTBIA.TES FOR 1954� item 8 of the 
agenda (continuation) (Official Records No. 44; documents EBll/73i EBll/7, 
EBll/KcB/1, EB11/I&B/2, EBll/RcB/3, EBll/BStB/4, EBll/RScB/5, EB11/P&B/6) 

Editorial and Reference Services 

The CHA.IRMA.N recalled that at the close of the previous meeting there had been 

t-ш proposals before the Board, one by Professor Canaperia to the effect that there 

should be a new publication dealing with information on public-health administration 

in different countries, and the other by Dr. All"rood-Paredes that the Weekly 

Epidemiological Record should be discontinued. 

Dr. KAIiUNARATNE suggested that Professor Canaperia's proposal be discussed 

first. In that connexion, he was uncertain as to whether what was wanted was a 

separate publication, or information on the structure of public-health administrations 

to be included in one of the existing publications of WHO, He wondered also into 

•what detail any study on such a subject should enter. Hcwever, "whatever the answer 

to those questions, he doubted whether the publication of such information would 

serve any really useful purpose. Under Articles 61 and 62 of the Constitution 

Jfember governments already reported annually to WHO on their health activities 

and on the action taken with respect to recommendations made by WHO。 A statement 

concerning those reports ms included in the Director-General's Annual Report. 

There was siso the qcestion whether the venture proposed would be financially 

worth triaile. 

Professor ALIVISATOS, referring to Dr. Allwood-Paredes' proposal, pointed out 

that the Executive Board in resolution EB11.R22 had already requested the 

Director-General to continue to improve the epidemiological services #iich the 



•. 

Organization provided to national health administrations and othar authorities, so ' 

far as might be financially possible. It had thus recogiized t he ne cess itjy of some 
» 

official epidemiological gazette, and such a gazette existed in the Weekly 

Epidemiological Record. WHO transmitted the most urgent epidemiological infomaticm 

by telegram and radio in a very succinct form and, in addition, served all Member 

governments, national health services, ports and airports iweekly with the Record. 

Similar publications viere sent out from Washington, Alexandria and Singapore. The 

íveekly transmission of such information was of the utmost importance and. utility, and 

he consequently considered that tha Weekly Epidemiological Record should be maintained。 

fith reference to Professor Canaperia's proposal, he thought that the field 

was adequately covered by existing publications, TAÍiich, hqwevsr, often .published 

legislation of veiy limited value to other countries. WHO should continua to 

publish legislation of international value in the International Digest of Hdalth 

Legislation. 

Dr„ BERNARD, adviser to Professor Parisot, had tiro questions regarding 

Professor Canaperia's proposal, one a question of principle aid the other concerning 

its practical application. Did Professor Ganaperia propose that comparative studies 

of legislation on specific subjects should be made in the Jhtemational Digest of 

Health Legislationj and if so, what extra financial burden would that entail and 

how would the Organization set about doing it? 

Professor CMAPERIA. stated that he had made no formal proposal but had merely 

put forward a suggestion that ths Sscrotariat conduct a study and report to a later 

session of ths Executive Board. In making his suggestion, he had borno in mind the 



experience of the Regional Office for Europe, which for the past two years had sent 

health administrators from one country on missions to other countries where they 

investigated the structure of the national health administration at the national, 

regional and local levels• That had resulted in a very fruitful exchange of ideas 

and acquisition of experience» The host country prepared documents explaining tho 

administrative and technical structure of the health service, and a comparison of the 

documants prepared in different countries had proved, most useful。 

He thought that all health administrations could derive benefit from a 

publication of the World Health Organization making such a comparison on a m d e r 

scale and including chapters on such special questions as îûatsrGêl and child health, 

tuberculosis, etc. The annual reports from Member governments mentioned by 

Dr. Karunaratne might be used as the basis for such a publication
5
 but as matters 

stood they were available only to WHO. Moreover, they iwere annual reports on 

action taken and did not show the general administrative structure through -which 

such action was carried out. 

Concerning Dr. Barnard's reference to the International Digest of Health 

Legislation, he would agree that the Digest was most useful in that it published the 

most important legislation, but he did feel that it would be advantageous to have a 

comparative study of legislation in certain particular fieIds
e
 Compendiums of 

legislation on particular subjects "would be most useful to public-health administrators 

who otherwise had to seek the information they required from many different sources© 

The International Union against Venereal Diseases, for instance^ had prepared such 

a study in its own field which included an account of the control of venereal 

diseases in different countries о WHO might profitably с o-operate with that №iion 



and with similar non-governmental organizations in preparing its study. 

Plnally, he repeated that he had made no formal proposal but merely a 

suggestion for Secretariat study. 

Dr, MALEKI agreed with Professor Canaperia that it would ba useful for 1Ш0 to 

publish the reports received from Member governments. Indeed, that would be 

useful not only for other governments but also for WHO itself. 

It would also be useful to have published in some comprehensive form the 

reports of WHO experts studying particular diseases and also the reports on the 

results of campaigns carried out in the regions against the same diseases. 

Dr. TOGBA asked vhat т/rould be the expense of such an undertaking as that 

suggested by Professor Canaperia. 

Dr
e
 HOWARD-JONES, Director� Division of Editorial and Reference Services, 

stated that he had been greatly interested to hear the suggestion made by 

Professor Canaperia since it was in substance very close to a trend of thought that 

had been developing in the Secretariat。 The programme of publications could be 

divided into three main groups: technical, legislative and epidemiological and 

statistical. The first group dealt sssantially with technical medical matters; 

and there had been a growing feeling that more should be published on the operational 

and administrative aspects of public-health questions, and on how technical 

scientific advancos could be applied in different countries. That might be done by 

giving more space to the matter in the Bulletin of the World Health Organization, 

perhaps in a series of articles dealing with ths structure of public-health 



administrations, although there' was increasing pressure on space for technical 

medical articles». The possibility had been tentatively considered of publishing 

an international journal, perhaps quarterly, on public health administration, 

•which would correspond mora closely to IHO's special Interest in the practical 

application of scientific advances in health. The matter could be studied and 

reported on to a later session of the Executive Board, and a statement given 

at that time on the financial and staffing implications of such a venture. 

In connexion with Professor Canaperia's statement on the difficulties 

of referring to legislation on a particular subject, he said that an annual 

index was prepared for each volume of the Intaraational Digest of Health 

Legislation and that it was proposed to cumulate those indexes every five years 

and perhaps even to prepare a decennial index. The qœstion of comparative 

reviews of legislation had been discussed at the ninth session of the Executive 

Board, and some months previously a comparative study on recent legislation on 

tuberculosis had appeared in the Digest. A similar study on control of 

communicable diseases in schools would shortly appear. 

With reference to Professor Alivisatos
1

 statement, he pointed out that it 

was no easy task to judge vdiat legislation was of real international interest^ 

improved selection -vrould reeult from greater experience. 

Dr. HURTADO thought there could be no difficulty about the suggestion put forward 

by Professor Canaperia. It would be useful to have information on comparative 



health legislation, but the Secretariat was apparently already conducting a study 

into the possibilities of doing so and would report to the Board at a later session. 

However, that was hardly a matter of immediate concern to the Standing Committee on 

Administration and F i n a n c e , � î c h was considering the Proposed Programme and Budget 

Estimates for 1954. 

lhat was more to the point was Dr. Allwood-Paredes' formal proposal that a section 

of thé budget estimates amounting to $15,800 should be deleted. The Weekly 

Epidemiological Record contained the notifications required under existing inter-

. . . . . . 

national sanitary legislation in respect of quarantine measures, vaccination and other 

items. It also contained infonnation on a number of other subjects which had no place 

in a publication, iffith that title. Such information might better be included in the 

Chronicle of the World Health Organization. But the Record, being a weekly, was 

intended as a useful weapon to combat epidemics which should reach governments in time 

to allow them to take protective measures. That, however, did not happenj by the 

time the information arrived any epidemic was usually already under control. The 

^
e c o r d t h u s

 constituted no more than a detailed compilation of statistics showing 

what outbreaks had taken place� that was undeniably of value but not of Immediate 

value. 

Consequently, and since the Standing Committee was tiying to effect savings in 

the budget of the O r g a n i z a t i o n , � i c h was, after all, faced with a financial crisis, 

he warmly supported the proposal of Dr. Allwood-Paredes which would result in an 

economy of $15,800. The money thus saved could be used in some more important 

section of the budget. 



Dr. van den BEBG warmly supported the suggestion made Ъу Dr, Canaperia. At the 

same time he had been greatly interested to hear Dr. Hovard-Jones' remark that the 

Organization had tended to neglect the question of public-health administration in its 

publications. He thought that priority should Ъе given to the publication of 

articles on the subject in the Bulletin� technical medical articles could always be 

published elsewhere. He had, however, Ъееп. very gratified to hear that the Secretariat 

was giving the question its consideration。 

Dr. GEAE, Assistant Director-General, Central Technical Services, stated that the 

Secretariat would take into consideration all the constructive ideas that had been put 

forward Ъу Professor Canaperia and by other speakers, and would do its best to ensure 

that the various points were met in the WHO publications during 1955 and 1 9 5、 I
f 

the committee so desired, a more specific study could Ъе carried out and reported on 

to the twelfth session of the Executive Board, 

Dr. MACKENZIE thought that from the procedural point of view, a formal request 

should be made to the Director-General embodying Professor Canaperia
1

s suggestion. 

At the same time, he hoped that the Secretariat would bear in mind the difficulties 

to vhich carrying out such a request vould give rise. One sucht difficulty was the 

fact that vhile a comparative study was being published new legislation might Ъе put 

into effect. It was also difficult, although very important, to know how effective 

the legislation was. Thirdly, there was the possibility that much important 

information would be missed if the governments were not written to direct. In the 

United Kingdom, for instance, health matters were largely governed Ъу regulations 

which did not appear in the national legislation. 
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Mr. SIEGEL， Assistant Director-General^ Department of Administration and Finance^ 

replying to a question put earlier Ъу Dr. Togba
;
 stated that the cost of the study 

suggested need not Ъе considered Ъу the Executive Воагй since the work vould Ъе done 

Ъу the Organization as a matter of routine。 Eegarding the actual cost of publication,, 

however, it was impossible to make an estimate until it had been decided what would, 

in fact, Ъе published. 

Professor CANAPEBIA expressed gratification that the Secretariat was already 

studying the question of giving more space in its publications to public-health 

administration。 That being so, he did not think a formal proposal was required and 

felt sure that a working suggestion would be put before the Board at i � s W e l f t h 

session. 

Professor ALIVISATOS wondered whether Dr, Allïiood-Paredes‘ proposal to discontinue 

publication of the Epidemiolosical Becord vouid entail discontinuing the publication 

of the Weekly Fasciculus, published at Singapore, as well. If it did
;
 would the 

I |,|| II •• • I |V IBM nil II " II I - 1 1 • " ‘ 

reports from Alexandria and Washington also be discontinued? 

Dr„ BEENAED disagreed vith Dr. Allvood-Paredes‘ proposal for two reasons, one 

of procedure and one of substance. Eegarding procedure； he thought that the 

matter of the practical justification for the �?》iï_SBlâ§Si£l2Si£âL5êÇ2ï:4 should 

have been discussed when the Board had con&idered the recording and transmission of 

epidemiological information at its sixth meeting or vhen it had reviewed the 

f 

epidemiological and quarantine services„ It vas incorrect for the Standing Committee 

to consider the question when revievring the budget estimates for publications. 



As to the substance of the proposal, he considered that the Weekly Epidemiological 

Becord should Ъе maintained since it provided information required by International 

Sanitary Conventions and by the International Sanitary Regulations. It also ansversd 

a practical need, for experience had shown that it was useful both, to central health 

services and to the health services at ports and airports, That need was partly 

met by the daily radio bulletin, but it was also necessary to have some publication 

vhich gave the official figures for quarantinable diseases notified at different 

parts of the world. 

In addition, the Becord contained a great deal of other information which it 

vas extremely useful to receive regularly. An indication of the type of information 

he had. in mind could Ъе obtained by consulting the 1952 index of the Becord, which 

gave a total of seventeen different headings. 

It was perhaps felt in.some q^iarters that the BecorcL arrived too late to Ъе of 

practical value but that did not mean that it should Ъе suppressed� it should rather 

be improved and the Secretariat might be asked to find some way of accelerating its 

distribution. He therefore proposed that the Fscord Ъе maintained in tlie budgat 

estimates, 

Dr. HURTADO recalled that vhen the recording and transmission of epidemiological 

information had been discussed, Dr, Allwood-P&redes had criticized the nethod of 

operation, pointing out that the information arrived too late to Ъе of immediate use. 

Dr. Allvood-Pared.es had not suggested when making his proposal that none of the 

information was useful but that much of it could better be included in some other 

publication. The intention of the proposal vas to effect a budgetary saving which, 

while it did not amount to a great deal in itself, might， when added to similar 



econoaic¿^n. Other, sections, total a sum which the Organization could better apply to 

more vital activities.: .�...::..;...、..二 

,.. ..."••»•、¡r- • • '•/ i" •： ‘• ........._ ...... . . ... 
: ' • V <'、：.：. . «... .J..V-. •.• .J. ••！ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '• •， ••• ’ • ； •’ • • 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAKEDES, in answer to the Chairman's request that he repeat his 

proposal, said he had proposed that the information on the weekly incidence of 

quarantinable diseases be sent in mimeographed form to the interested countries from 

Geneva in time to Ъе of practical use. The rest of the information at present 

contained in the Becord could Ъе included in some other less urgent publication. 

His proposal vas intended on the one hand to hasten the receipt of useful information 

and on the other to reduce Ъу a considerable margin the' current expenditure of §15,800. 
. ч ' • ... ..'..、， ....•-.‘•• ‘ . . . * • , _ . ' » • ‘•• • . 、• . •、 • - *

 л
 * * • 

Dr,..BRâYP recalled that at the . sixth meeting he had stated that in： certain 

American countries information had Ъеец received., on cases of bubonic plague which 

had never been published in the, weekly bulletin of the regional office concerned. 

That had not been, the fault of Ш0 but rather of the gcfvernments. themselves which had 

failed properly to transmit the .required ..iniomiation,. Ее had at that time proposed 

that the governments be requested- to co-operate in s-upplying that infomation and in 

respecting the agreements to which they vere parties
 3
 . ... j 

With respect to the proposal before the comraittee^ he agreed that the Becord 

arrived too late to Ъе of great practical use夕 but felt that that was an argument for 
.. , : : • ‘ •;• - - ... . . • . . • . . . . . . .. > . • “‘ “ • •“ . . . . ‘ 

improving the existing system rather than for discontinuing the publication. The 
. . . • • . • . . . - - • . •

1
 . . . . . . - - - r - > • ： • • • • • • . . , . . * . ‘ . - , . . . . . . . . • . - , . . , , 

Secretariat should Ъе asked to improve the quality of the information it contained 
：• ' • • . • •• . • 'i .... • . “ • • • .... .... 

and to speed up distribution。 If at a later date the same defects were still found, 

then it might be possible to agree to suppression. 



The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Executive Board had requested the Director-Gen&raX, 

In resolution EB11.R22, to continue to improve the Organization's epidemiological 

services. 

Dr. TÜEBOTT said, that if the intention of the proposal vas to suppress the 

Weekly Epidemiological Record, it might be better to include the information in the 

monthly issue of the Chronicle. In spite of certain delays, the Record vas 

nevertheless a very useful document in. many ways. 

He suggested that perhaps the wisest course would be to ask the Secretariat, 

in the proposed study, to see whether arrangements could not Ъе made for its issue 

from regional offices. 

Dr. BIEAUD, Director, Division of Epidemiological and Health Statistical 

Services, said that the issue involved obligations of WHO under Article 2 of the 

International Sanitary Regulations concerning notification of quarantinable diseases. 

Those obligations had been fulfilled in tvo vays: firstly by daily or weekly radio-

broadcasts, and secondly Ъу a series of weekly bulletins issued from Geneva, Singapore, 

Alexandria and Washington. The Weekly Epidemiological Record issued in Geneva was 

circulated to countries in Europe and Africa. That publication, also contained 

general data on a number of subjects relating to |he International Sanitary 

Regulations and other conventions. It was sent to all health aaministraticais and 

sea and airport officers in Europe, Africa, and some in the Eastern Mediterranean 

zone and North America, and vas regarded as an official gazette on quarantine matters• 

Commenting on the various suggestions for reduction of expenditure in the 

production of the Becord. he said that: (1) any savings made Ъу mimeographing 



instead of printing the publication would be offset Ъу additional postage costs� 

(2) the inclusion of the information in the Chronicle or the Bulletin vould only entail 

delay but no savings. 

On the criticism concerning the tardy receipt of news which had already appeared 

in the press
;
 he explained that the information published in the Becord had to Ъе 

-• - . . • - - , •‘ , ： • 

officially confirmed before publication Ъу the health administration ô ô û c è m e d . It 

vas of a different type from the information given in press statements. 

D r . КАЕШАЕАТИЕ； speaking on a point of order, -understood that the proposal was 

not that the Becord should Ъе entirely supprassed, but that a study should Ъе made by 

the Secretariat with a viev to reducing expenditure. 

D r . AIIiWOOD-PAKEIES could not agree that the three types of information 

published in the Becord were all required under the International Sanitary Regulations, 

which did not apply, for example, to the information on non-pestilential diseases. 

He maintained that some saving in；time and money would result from a reduction in 

size of the publication. 

He vished. to maintain his proposal that printing be discontinued and that the 
• • • ....• • ••“ ••... . . . . . . •• 

Becord should Ъе mineographed and despatched by airmail in order for it to Ъе received 

in time to be of some use. 

Professor FEEBEIBA understood D r . Allwooa-Paredes' proposal to Ъе not a formal 

resolution but a suggestion that the Secretariat be asked to find vays anü means of 

effecting savings Ъу a more economical production of the Becord. 



Dr. DOROLLE, Deputy Director-General, mentioned that the problem of reducing 

expenditure had been under study for some time. He assured the committee that the 

Secretariat vould do everything in its power to increase the efficiency of the 

publication and reduce the expenditure incurred in. its production. He confirmed 

Dr. Biraud's statement that the suggestion to mimeograph the publication would not 

result in any saving. 

At the request of the Chairman, Dr. ALLWOOD-PAEEEES read out a draft resolution. 

After a further exchange of vievs, during which Dr. EEEKAED repeated his earlier 

proposal, it vas agreed, on the formal motion of Dr. TOGBA, to defer further 

discussion pending the submission of the draft resolution in writing. 

Dr. TOGBA., referring to page 15 of the issue of the Weekly Epidemiological Record 

circulated to the committee (E.E.H. 517)， asked why Liberia had been omitted from the 

section concerning yellov. fever. 

Dr. BIRAUD explained that the information referred to the current year. 

Beference to Liberia vould Ъе found in earlier issues. 

The CBAIBMAN asked the Director-General to explain the position vith regard 

to publications on cancer research. 

The DIBECTOR-GENEEAL explained that the question had been seriously considered 

at the First World Health Assembly, It had been recognized at the time that the 

funds available to the Organization were so limited, in comparison with the resources 

available to other organizations interested in cancer research, that the subject had 



been given priority six and referred to the section on health statistics. There 
» 

t 

had been no lack of interest in the problem but no study had been undertaken except 

in connexion with the classification of cancer in the compilation of health statistics 

Dr. H^YEK asked whether a study on cancer could not be undertaken Ъу the 

Secretariat, showing the present position of the problem and the different 

institutions and experts engaged in research. He understood that there was a 

statistical sub-committee on cancer of \rtiose work new delegates at the Health Assembly 

might be interested to hear. 

The DIEECTOR-GENERAL said that the expert committee referred to was merely 

concerned with cancer statistics. Arrangements had been made to publish in 1950 

t h e

 Annual Report on the results of radiotherapy on Cancer of the Uterine Cervix, 

and an extensive study had been made of mortality from cancer� in short, vork was 

being carried on, but from the point of viev of statistics and classification. 

The meeting rose at 5.10 P.m. 


